Transcriptional response pathways in a yeast strain sensitive to saframycin a and a more potent analog: evidence for a common basis of activity.
Saframycin A (SafA) is a natural product that inhibits human cancer cell proliferation. Its synthetic analog, QAD, is a more potent inhibitor of these cells. SafA does not affect wild-type yeast, but it does inhibit growth of the strain CCY333 (DeltaPDR1/PDR3/ERG6) (IC50 = 0.9 microM). QAD is also a more effective inhibitor of CCY333 growth (IC50 = 0.4 microM). Transcription profiling of SafA- and QAD-treated CCY333 cultures showed that both drugs generated nearly identical profiles, with altered expression levels (> or =2-fold) of more than 240 genes. Both agents induced the overexpression of genes involved in glycolysis, oxidative stress, and protein degradation and repressed genes encoding histones, biosynthetic enzymes, and the cellular import machinery. Significantly, neither drug affected the expression of known DNA-damage repair genes, as might have been expected if their primary mechanism of action involved the covalent modification of DNA.